
Adam Stolorow 
Direct Dial: 646.378.7256 

astolorow@sprlaw.com 

January 11, 2021 

BY EMAIL 

Honorable Chair Deirdre Courtney-Batson 
and Members of the Planning Board 
Town of Bedford  
321 Bedford Road 
Bedford Hills, New York 10507 

Re:  New York SMSA Limited Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Public Utility Wireless Telecommunications Facility 
91 Hickory Lane, Bedford, New York  

Dear Hon. Chair and Members of the Planning Board: 

On behalf of our client Indian Hill Park Conservancy (formerly Friends of Indian Hill 
Park), we submit the attached memorandum from Gunnerson Consulting & Communication 
Site Services (“Gunnerson”) particularizing deficiencies in the balloon test conducted at 
Indian Hill Park on December 19, 2020 based on Gunnerson’s review of photos and on-site 
observations of the manner in which the test was conducted. 

As set forth in the Gunnerson memorandum, the balloon test departed significantly 
from Gunnerson’s experience in similar tests and the test protocol described in the December 
3, 2020 letter from Keane & Beane.  Gunnerson concludes that deficiencies in the balloon test 
yield an underrepresentation of the potential visual impacts of the proposed tower and that the 
balloon test does not provide a reliable basis for assessment of visual impacts in the event that 
Indian Hill Park continues to be considered as a potential tower location.   

We appreciate the Planning Board’s consideration of these issues and look forward to 
briefing the Board on alternatives that will make it unnecessary to site 150-foot towers 
anywhere in the Town of Bedford, let alone in protected and environmentally sensitive 
parkland. 

Respectfully, 

Adam Stolorow 

Received
1/11/21

Planning Board



 
 
 

 

Cc:   Bedford Town Board    
        Wireless Facilities Working Group 
        Eric Gordon, Esq. 
        Indian Hill Park Conservancy 
        Brett Reall, Gunnerson Consulting 
        David Paget, Esq. 
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Adam Stolorow                  January 6, 2021 

Sive, Paget, Riesel 

560 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

RE: Review of a balloon test performed on December 19, 2020 at Indian Hill Park  

Adam, 

GCCSS has reviewed the balloon test performed at the request of the Town of Bedford at Indian 

Hill Park on December 19, 2020 (the “Balloon Test”) for a proposed One Hundred Fifty Foot 

(150’) communications tower at a single location within Indian Hill Park. It is our opinion that 

deficiencies in the Balloon Test will result in an underrepresentation of the potential visual impacts 

of the proposed tower and that the Balloon Test does not provide a reliable basis for assessment of 

visual impacts.   

Information considered in this review: (i) a letter dated December 3, 2020 from Eric Gordon of 

Keane & Beane, P.C. (the “K&B Letter”) responding to the request by Indian Hill Park 

Conservancy (“IHPC”) for test specifications; (ii) photos taken by members of IHPC; and (iii) 

conversations with members of the community present during the Balloon Test. 

GCCSS has performed a number of balloon tests for wireless communications sites and has been 

involved in numerous additional tests performed by industry professionals, and are familiar with 

best methods to determine the potential visible impact of proposed communication towers. 

Balloon tests are performed to help determine the visual impact of a proposed tower by identifying 

the elevation and visibility of the proposed tower from multiple locations around the site. In 

reviewing the Balloon Test, GCCSS believes that the test departed significantly from the 

specifications set out in the K&B Letter. Based on our experience in similar tests for proposed 

wireless towers, we believe that several deficiencies in the Balloon Test negatively impact the 

reliability of the test, including:   

1. The elevation reached by the balloons during the Balloon Test is in question. 

Photos provided by IHPC show the balloons’ tether to be caught in the trees (see attached 

detail). An observer reported this condition existed for the duration of the Balloon Test. 

This would reduce the height of the balloons, limiting the ability of observers to see the 

full elevation of the proposed tower. 

• GCCSS is not aware of any communication between the parties controlling the Balloon 

Test and those photographing the balloons on behalf of the Town identifying when 
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balloons were at full elevation. Without this coordination, elevation and location of the 

balloons will vary and lead to less reliable results. 

• It appears that the balloon tether was not accurately pre-measured, but was measured 

incrementally by hand while releasing the balloons. GCCSS is not aware of any marking 

of overall length of the tether to be measured following the Balloon Test to ensure 

accuracy. 

• An observer reported the supervising engineer at one point increased the length of the 

tether by ten feet (10’) to compensate for being tangled in the trees and for tilt caused by 

wind. Shortly thereafter the tether was returned to the prior length. It appears that those 

performing the test questioned the accuracy of the balloon elevation during the test. 

2. The size of the balloons used was significantly smaller than the specifications 

announced by the Town prior to the Balloon Test and was less visible from a distance 

• The K&B Letter specified that balloons 15’ wide and 5’ high were to be used during the 

Balloon Test to represent the dimensions of a cellular array. The actual balloons used 

appear to be spherical, and less than 4’ in diameter (see attached detail). These dimensions 

do not accurately represent the width of the proposed tower. 

• A 4’ diameter balloon is less visible at a distance than a 15’ balloon. The difference in 

balloon size grows more important as distance from the test site increases. For example, 

a 4’ balloon would be less visible than a 15’ balloon behind tree branches or other visual 

disruptions (see attached detail). Some of the impacts related to the size of the balloon are 

described in the attached Balloon Test Photo Review. 

To determine if the Town obtained different results from the Balloon Test than those described in 

this letter, GCCSS has requested the photos taken by the Town. Per the Planning Board, these 

photos are still being acquired as of the date of this letter. 

Balloon tests should be followed up with photo simulations of a tower, overlaid on the balloon test 

photos. As the Planning Board assesses the potential visual impact of the proposed tower, the 

original Balloon Test photos themselves should not be used as a basis to determine the impact of 

a proposed tower. Failure to provide an accurate visual representation of the elevation of the tower 

would reduce the accuracy of any photo simulation. Failure to use balloons of the appropriate 

width creates questions as to the accuracy of the scale of the photo simulation. 

It is GCCSS’ opinion that the deficiencies above negatively impact the effectiveness of the Balloon 

Test to properly show the impact of a 150’ tower in Indian Hill Park. 

Thank you, 

 

Brett Reall  





3.58’

1.03’
(12.31”)
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Balloon Test Photo Review 

 

The following is a summary of GCCSS’ review of 69 photos taken by members of the community: 

 

In the chart above, the following descriptions apply: 

• Visible: Balloons were deemed visible if one or more of the balloons is clearly visible in 

the photo.  

• At an Angle: Balloons were at an angle if two or more balloons were visible, and were not 

directly in line. 

• Angle Unknown: An angle could not be determined due to lack of visibility of more than 

one balloon. This may be impacted by size or elevation of the balloons. 

• Size an Impact: balloons may be obscured by branches where larger balloons would have 

been visible, or distance may have limited visibility where larger balloons would have been 

clearly visible. 

• Elevation an Impact: balloons may have been more clearly visible if the elevation were 

accurately increased. 

• Not at Angle: Balloons appeared to be directly upright. 

• Not Visible: No balloons were visible, due to foliage, elevation, or size of balloons. 
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Balloon Test Photo Review (continued) 

 

A photo taken from Old Post Road, roughly .67 miles from the Balloon Test site, next to a 

simulated photo of what 15’x5’ balloons. 

 

 


